Spelling Skill Compound Words

Grammar Skill Common and Proper Nouns

Correct two sentences each day.
1. The winner of the wheel chair race was from scotland.
2. Have you tried my homade brownies

ANNOTATED
VERSION

3. what can we do to protect the wildelife in our parks?
4. The scientists tried to track the wolfs in the daytim.
5. Our schools computer equipment is very up to-date.
6. The soccer field is ten foots from the hiway.
7. We go to Jeffs house every weekkend.
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9. Every body wanted to pet the horse but they were afraid
it would bite.

10. the newzcast took place in Los Angeles.
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8. Who is on your baskitball team!

TRANSPARENCY 2–3

GIVE IT ALL YOU’VE GOT Michelle Kwan

Daily Language Practice

Spelling Skill Compound Words

Grammar Skill Common and Proper Nouns

Correct two sentences each day.
1. The winner of the wheel chair race was from scotland.
The winner of the wheelchair race was from Scotland.

2. Have you tried my homade brownies
Have you tried my homemade brownies?

ANNOTATED
VERSION

3. what can we do to protect the wildelife in our parks?
What can we do to protect the wildlife in our parks?

4. The scientists tried to track the wolfs in the daytim.
The scientists tried to track the wolves in the daytime.

5. Our schools computer equipment is very up to-date.
Our school’s computer equipment is very up-to-date.

6. The soccer field is ten foots from the hiway.
The soccer field is ten feet from the highway.

7. We go to Jeffs house every weekkend.
We go to Jeff’s house every weekend.

8. Who is on your baskitball team!
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9. Every body wanted to pet the horse but they were afraid
it would bite.
Everybody wanted to pet the horse, but they were afraid it
would bite.

10. the newzcast took place in Los Angeles.
The newscast took place in Los Angeles.
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Who is on your basketball team?

TRANSPARENCY 2–3

GIVE IT ALL YOU’VE GOT Michelle Kwan

Daily Language Practice

